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Blz 2049 (Talk | Contribs) == {int: filedesc}} == {{Information | Description = Photo Portrait of Cormac McCarthy used for the first back cover of `` Child of God '' (1973). | Source = source of origin of [ This entry at Aubooks.com] ([https: //. AGUEBBERS.com/CPURPORA/22720481092_2.JPG Direct link to JPG]). Trimmed and retouched by the
charger (version without recoil loaded first in the load history below) ... cannot overwritten this file. The following other wikis use this file: this file contains additional information such as EXIF metadata that may have been added by the digital Cámara, the Escéner or the software program used to create or digitize it. If the file has been modified from
its original state, some details, such as the time brand, may not completely reflect those of the original file. The time brand is as accurate as the clock on the mane, and can be completely wrong. What listeners say about Child of God Customer ratings in general 4 of 5 stars 4.2 of 5.0 5 stars 529 4 stars 357 3 stars 131 2 stars 45 1 stars 29
performance 4.5 of 5 stars 4.6 of 5.0 5 stars stars 4 STARS 196 3 STARS 53 2 STARS 12 1 STARS 16 HISTORY 4 5 STARS 4.1 5.0 5 STARS 475 4 STARS 300 3 STARS 149 2 STARS 45 1 STARS 39 I rarely take the time to recommend an audio book, but this case I must. The usual Cormac McCarthy grimace is elevated to art not only for his majestic
writing, but by the narration of the spot-on. I can't imagine that reading this could even have half the impact of listening to it. Go listen. Look, I have read a montion of Cormac McCarthy and this is definitely not McCarthy of your mother. I think this novel was the final post-state before McCarthy emerged as an absolute dark monster of fiction and heir
of Faulkner as an ambassador of the extreme mailness of the soul of the United States. It was not as absurd to redeem as 'Suttrre' or as coldly beautiful as 'Meridian of sludge', but had the surrealist shock and the astonishment of both. His issues of isolation, perversity, depravation and violence make you feel how to get into bed with Hannibal or Jame
Gumb for heat and spiritual succor. A great novel, not a novel that everyone should read. Enter the dark and host cave of this novel McCarthy at his own risk. Ok, I had to qualify the high book because it is one of the most dark novels of Hillbilly that I have read to date. (If you like this you will love it "the devil all the time") If you think it will be a
better person to read it, they will not. If you like to travel to dark places that are not full of demons you have found the right book. First - great history, and fantastic narration. Second, Salta. The history. I know that is something for McCarthy, and in a written written host that is a bit more obvious. But in the narration, there are points that bend me,
even tripling, sometimes, trying to understand what was happening. Once The story moved rosely and with such great detail and description, knew exactly what was happening; But it was that strange scene that were discordant in the whole book. This is not my first cormac novel; (no country for old people, which is surprising to read;) so I knew what
to expect with graphic violence (which did not bother me at all) or sexual deviation (tampoco bothered me). His sense of time was crazy. Sometimes, a scene is so slow, detailing the smaller bits, taking care to provide what is happening in the character's head, and then other times it's jumping forward. Got me. He got me a lot; he laughed, shook,
everything. as in no country, it really didn't take long because something happened; it just happened and then the story developed. I'd totally recommend it to someone who listens. I hope the film nails the story. as is often the case, cormac mccarthy takes a subject with pure intention and actions. lester ballard is the worst kind of human animal. a
pure psychopath with a good voice of boy boy, lester commits the most atrocious and depraved acts imaginable. and despite this dark theme, cormac turns it with a talented prose that cannot be confused with any other author. I love writing this boy. cormack mccarthy is, as expected, a teacher in attracting the reader to history. Sometimes, it could
almost smell the jungle in the wind of a wet night of the south. nasty parts are so vividly represented, so be careful. Silent parts of lambs, liberation and a little dexter, this is in many ways a much more disturbing reading than the road. as lester ballard is different and really sells the evil that incarnates. satisfactory, disturbing and provocative reading.
not for learners, but it is recommended for mccarthy fans. Would you consider that the audio editing of child of god is better than the printed version? yes. mccarthy is a usually hard reading with so racing and lack ofThe audible version facilitated the comprehension of some additional comment? You can expect a little pain from Cormac McCarthy,
and is generally the type that comes from involving its emotional gears in a way that is not accustomed, it is not prepared, or that is more deep about what he normally experiences . A training of the soul that could say. In this story (it is barely long enough to be a "book") part of the pain is how you begin to sympathize with someone who, in last
instance, is a patient antisocial murderer. You can see how the pain of his existence leads him to increasing despair. It is not McCarthy's masterpiece, but definitely worth listening to if you like McCarthy's other stories. Along the way, Tom Stechschulte's performance was excellent. A small novel as beautiful about a necrófile murderer who lives in
Cuevas, the narrator of this short novel describes the main character, Lester Ballard, as "a child of God as you may." A 27 -year -old Hillbilly marginalized in the 1960s, Sevier County (Smoky Montanes), Tennessee. He did not have parents, he recently lost his home and cannot have normal relationships with women. When he finds a dead couple in a
parked automvile, he leads the woman with him to be his necroconcubin in a house where he is on squatting. When the house burns, together with the woman's body, he goes out to harvest other women to meet their needs, giving them / killing them and carrying their body to a cave in which he is established. The writing was good, covering issues of
violent cruelty, sexual deviation and moral degradation. But it is a diffamous reading because McCarthy experiment with several styles and did not use quotes. I cannot recommend this unless he feels obliged to read everything McCarthy compilation. Jim "the impatient" 07-24-15 360 degrees son of a means a son of a bitch in any way you look at
them. If you haven't read McCarthy before, I know he's a teacher with the English language. Listen way he puts words together is enough to make this book or any book he writes interesting. I would not suggest this be your first McCarthy though, as this goes way out to left field. All The Pretty Horses, is probably the best place to start. THIS GAVE
HIM THE FIDGITS.DO THE LEST PART WRONG AND YOU MIGHT AS WELL DO IT ALL WRONG.Part one is an interesting look at a part of society few of us run into. I'D EXPECT you don't talk like these guys.It's the GOD DAMNEST. Super warning, part two involves Necrophilia. I don't mean it's mentioned in passing. This book goes into great detail
and on several occasions. The normal person will probably not appreciate it. As the book continues, it just gets worse and worse. Fans of J.A. Konrath will not be rattled, but the average person will. I gave the story four stars and was on the verge of five, but I am weird and like stuff that is different, just for the sake of different. It is amazing to me that
such a good writer would write something like this. This is usually something written by an upcoming writer trying to shock his readers and make a name for himself. Fans of Matt Shaw will like this.I NEVER KNOWEDTom Stechschulte is one excellent narrator. He is going to the top of my list, up there with Ray Porter and Dick Hill. Would you
consider the audio edition of Child of God to be better than the print version? Yes Have you listened to any of Tom Stechschulte¢ÃÂÂs other performances? How does this one compare? he is excellent in both Any additional comments? The narration was excellent. On its own the book deserves less than the 4 stars I have given. This is my 4th Cormack
McCarthy novel and the least impressive. It is a character study of a depraved down and out. But it is short on the study and long on the depravity. I enjoy reading about the dark side of human nature but I found little justification or insight in this example. Alot of prose in this gem, depicting depravity at the worst. if he had the terrifying captivation of
"the way," he would have taken him to new depths. still, highly recommended for those who need a shake and are not too compelling. Prepare to be desensitized. desensitized.
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